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special characteristics previously unknown make their appearance) 
a more special name seems desirable. Perhaps "l\faccabean" or 
"Ptolemaic" are as good as any-they are certainly more applicable, 
to Gezer at least, than "Seleucidan." But if we were to call this 
the "Hellenizing" period, we should use a term that at once is 
descriptive, and avoids the names of people who, though no doubt 
they tried to influence the art-evolution of the time, had really little 
to do with the actual process of development. 

THE SITE OF THE ACRA. 

By Sm CHARLES WATSON, K.C.M.G., C.B., R.E., M.A. 

SINCE the publication of my article on "The Site of the Acm at 
Jerusalem" in the Quarterly Staternent for January, 1906, there have 
been several papers on the subject, i.e., by the Rev. W. Birch in 
the number for April, 1906, by the Rev. J. M. Tenz in the same, 
and by the Rev. J. C. Nevin in the numbers for July and October, 
1906. I have also received several letters with regard to the 
matter, and have been asked to give some further information 
respecting the question. 

In order to elucidate the following remarks, an outline plan of 
Jerusalem is annexed, in which details not required for a considera
tion of the subject of the Acra have been omitted for the sake 
of clearness. On this plan there are marked with small circles 
the sites proposed by the various writers above mentioned for 
the Acra. 

Site No. I is that which was, I believe, first suggested by 
Doctor Robinson, and which has been supported by General Sir C. 
Warren, Colonel Conder, and others. The position shown is that 
indicated in the plate opposite page 37 in Sir C. Warren's work 
The 1'ernple or the Tomb, and marked thereon as "Zion or Acra." 
It agrees with the position marked as "Acra or Millo" in the plate 
of Ancient Jerusalem, given at page 334 in Colon!)! Co:nder's 
f[andbook of the Bible, 
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Skeleton Plan of Jerusalem 
to illustrate the question of the site of the Acra 
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Site No. 2 is the northern point of the area, shown by Mr. Birch 
in the plan at page 34 of the Q·uarterly Statement for January, 1886, 
and marked as the "Castle of Zion, i.e., the City of David." 

Mr. Tenz, in his note at page 158 of the Quarterly for April, 
1906, adopts both of the above sites, of which he considers No. 1 
was the Acra of the Greeks, which was demolished by the Maccabees; 
and that No. 2 was the fort or Acra of the Jebusites, which David 
took and called the City of David. He thus agrees partly with 
Mr. Birch and partly with Sir C. Warren. 

In Mr. N evin's article, he states that he did not agree with 
the position I had proposed; but as, after a careful perusal of his 
remarks, I could not clearly understand what site he prefeiced, 
I asked him to furnish a sketch plan to illustrate his paper. This 
he has kindly sent, and from it I have taken sites No. 3 and 4. 
Of these he considers that No. 3 was the position of "the tower," 
"the fortress," "the castle," "the Baris,'' "the citadel," "the Acra," 
and "the Antonia''; and that No. 4, which corresponds with the 
tower in the Wall of Ophel discovered by Sir C. Warren, was "the 
stronghold of the J ebusites and the City of David." 

Site No. 5 is that which I have suggested in the article quoted 
above. 

Before considering the arguments for and against these different 
sites, it is advisable to examine briefly some of the records on the 
subject, and of these one of the most important is the description 
of Jerusalem, given by Josephus in the !Vars of the Jews, Book V, 
eh. 4. As much depends on the exact meaning of the words, 
it is best to quote the passage in the original Greek, which is as 
follows:-

lepouoA.vµwv EIC<ppaut',. 

T ptO't 0€ wxvpw/l€V'! TEtXEO'lV 'I 1ro/u9 ,w0a. /11/ w,, ,;13,ho,s <p<ipa,,f,v 
t '\ .-.. I t -1' ,;- 1/3 "\ 0 , , , ~ t -:,- , '\ 'rl,,_ 

f'KVKI\OVTO" TllVTJ "l"P "'' 1/V 11"<'f1l 01\0' llll71J µEv ,im,p uvo I\Oy,WV rt//Tt-

1rpoaw1ro, E'KTlffTO fl€0'1J </Japa'{"lt Ot17p17µ.!.vwv Ei,- i}v i1raAA,,,Aot KrtT€A·r1ov 

ai. ol1a'at· TWv OE A.Orj)wv O µ.€11 7t}v dvw wOAtv txwv in/r1A07Epa~ woAAri' 
Krti TO µ~K09 l0vTFp09 ~v. Otac1ovv T~V ox_vpoT1JTU </Jpoupwv µlv V11"0 

A.af3t'cov TO"U /3<latAiw, €Krt\e170• 11"UT~P °1:,oAoµwvo< i]v oJToe TOO 

'1Tpl.V-rav 7{;v vEWv KTlaavTor.;:• ~ OJ dvw (_L,yopll 1rpOs ijµ,Wv• ;J,7Epo~ C~ 0 
,caA.oVµEvo~ A,cpa Kai T1)v KllTw 1rOA,v V</JETJJ..,, &µ'J)lKvpro~· TolJTov OE 
llvTtKpV Tp/7or.;: '~V 7'.0</Juy TU7TEtv0TcpOs TE (/J{urEt ,~~ AKpa"l K«l 1TAaTfl,'[ 

(/>apa'rt' OtEtpyoµEvo, ilAArJ 11"f'OTEf'OV" aJ0l,, "/€ µr)v Ka0'ov,, .,; 
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Atra/tWlllllOl xpovovs .Jf3aa,Aevov 741' TE <papar1a lxwauv ,rnvdy,-'f' 

f3ovAOf1€110l TI£ t€(J!f T?" 'IToAtv /Wt T~S AKpas KaTEp"{ll<TU.f'EVOt 70 vlf,o< 

i1rot1}uavTo x0aµahWTEpov Ws V7rEp </Jat'votTo ,cat Ta1~·n7(_;; 7() iEp0v"' ~ 0€ 

7WV Tvpo'ITotov 'ITf'O<Tll'"'fOpEVoµ.!.v'f/ (/Japa,yf ~JI lrpapev TOIi TE 7~< Jvw 

'ITOAEW< Klll TOIi KUTW Xdrpov OtaT.!.AAElll rn04Ket ,...1.x,u ~,\ waµ' OVTW 'Y''P 

7~11 'IT'r}"J~V "(AVKe'i.av TE Kllt 'ITOAA~I' ov<1av EKaA.ovuev' <'fw0ev <i~ oi T~• 

wo'll.ew• ovo A.o<pot f3a0e/ais rpapa,yf, wep,dxovTO Ka1 lul TOt"S EKaT.!.pw0ev 

KP'YJ!'"OllS wpor;nov ai•oapo0ev iv· TWV oJ T(JIWV Tnx,vv 7J Jlf'II apxa,ov Ota 

Te Tll9 <ptlparyryaY ,cal 70v i,7rJp 7o1JTwv A.O<j)ov Jp' oV ,caTf:'<fKEVa«To ivaaAwTov 

~v· wpos OE TW 'ITA€0VEK74JWTt TOV TO'ITOV Kllt KU(JTEflW< Jld3oµ'Y}TO' 

l:,.af3/oov TE K(ll ~oAoµwvos /71 0€ TWII pent{;;, TOVTWI/ f3a(11\,lwv <ptAOTL!'''l

o,J,,Tll!V wept 70 tp'(OII" lipxof'El'OV C€ K(l71l /Joppav riwo 70V l'IT'ITl/(OV KUAOV

µJvov 7r1.jp<-foV Kui OutTlilvav (71"i 7~V AvaTOv AeyOµ.cvov l7Tftaa Tij BovXij 
uvv<17TTOV J,r-( -r~v ~a7rf.pwv TuV iepoV O"Toclv ll1rtJpTltETo• KaTcl 0ll7£

pov OE 7lp~r; O'iunv 477"~ ToV aVToV µEv iipxOplvuv xwp/au Du~ {)€ 70£, 

{3170a.1 KaAovµ€vov tcn7ar€'ivov €wt 'T~V E<Ta1Jv~·v wVA·t]v 1cr1.l l1r€tTa 1rp~,;; 

vOToV v,,,.E,1 7~}v ~tXw,~p., E1r,a7p/<j>ov 7TIJ,..Jt)v· [v0Ev 7€ 1niXlJJ l:1eKA/110JJ 

'ITp~<; 6.VUTOA~P .;,,; T~V ~011.oµwvo, Ko'itvµf310pa,, ,w1 liiijKol' f''XP' xwpov 
7tvJy bv tcaAioVt'TtV O<pX,llv Tij 1rpJ~ ,lva70}..~v t'J'TOf; Tul!i,poV avv~7rT<lt• TO OE 

OEVTE/>011 T~V f'-"''' apx~v a'ITO 'IT11A1JS /lxev ~v rEvv,i0 EKU.Aovv TOV wpwrnv 
Tet'xovY oVrrav KVK"Xo1;ftcvoi1 ()£ 7() wpoadpKTWv Kht/ia 1u)vov Llvr}u 1i€x.p1 

Josephus then goes on to describe the line of the third wall 
and the position of the fourth hill, called Bezetha, north of Antonia, 
but these do not concern the question of the site of the Acra. 

The meaning of the above-quoted description of the situation 
of Jerusalem appears to be as follows:~ 

"The city fortified with three walls (except where it was 
"encircled by impassable valleys, where there was only one wall) 
"stood upon two hills, opposit,e to each other, separated by a middle 
"valley upon which the corresponding houses abutted. 

"The one of these hills, upon which was the upper city, was 
"much higher, and the length more straight. On account of its 
"strength it was called the fortress (</Jpov1"ov) by David the king, 
"the father of Solomon who first built the temple. With us it, was 
"the upper market place. 

" But the second hill, called Acra, and supporting the lower 
"city, was double-curved (cip<piKurno•). 

"Over against this was a third hill, originally lower than the 
"Acra and formerly separated from the latter by a flat (i.e. shallow} 
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"valley. Afterwards, in the times when the Asamoneans ruled, 
"they did away with this valley, wishing to connect the city with 
"the temple; and cutting down the summit of the Acra, they 
"made it lower, so that the temple might be visible over it. 

"But the valley, called that of the Tyropeans, which, as we 
"have said, separated the hill of the upper city from the lower, 
" extended to Siloam, for so we call the fountain which is both sweet 
"and abundant. 

"The two hills of the city were surrounded on the outside with 
· "deep valleys, and, on account of the precipices on each side, there 
"was no approach anywhere. 

"Of the three walls, the old one (i.e. the first wall) was difiicult 
"to capture, both on account of the valleys and of the hill above 
"them upon which the wall was built. And, in addition to the 
"advantage of the situation, the wall was strongly built by David 
"and Solomon, and the kings succeeding them, who were very 
"energetic about the work. This wall, on the north side, beginning 
"at the tower named Hippicus, and extending to the so-called 
"Xystus, was there joined to the council house and reached the 
"west cloister of the temple. In the other direction, on the west, 
"beginning at the same point (i.e. the tower Hippicus), it was 
" traced through the place called Bethso to the gate of the Essenes, 
" and then extended, facing south, towards the fountain Siloam. 
"Thence it inclined eastwards by the pool of Solomon, and, passing 
"a certain place called Ophlas, joined the east cloister of the 
"temple. 

"The second wall had its beginning at a gate in the first wall 
"which they call Gennath, and, enclosing the northern quarter 
"only, reached to the Antonia." 

From the description by Josephus it is quite clear that both the 
first and the second hills were included within the old or first wall, 
that they were separated by a deep valley, and that both hills were 
surrounded, except on the north, by precipitous valleys. The first 
or higher hill was straight in plan, while the lower hill was double 
curved. The annexed plan, which shows the hills and valleys as 
we know they formerly existed, indicates plainly that there are 
only two hills in Jerusalem which agree with the description by 
Josephus, and these agree in every particular. These are the 
western hill, now called Sion, and the eastern hill, which extends 
from the Haram enclosure to Siloam. 
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A reference to the plan will show that the western hill is higher 
and straight, while the eastern hill is lower and double curved, 
i. e., curved in both directions. Whiston, in his translation of 
Josephus, renders d.p,<piKvpTo• by '' the shape of the moon when she 
is horned," but there is no hill in Jerusalem answering to this 
description. The deep valleys which surround the two hills on the 
outside are the Wadi er-Rababi on the west and south, and the 
valley of the Kidron on the east, while the existence of the middle 
valley, separating the two hills, was proved conclusively by the 
explorations of Sir Charles Warren. 

The position for the first or old wall, indicated on the plan, 
is now, I believe, generally accepted. There can be no doubt as 
to the approximate site of the tower of Hippicus, and the west wall 
of the temple enclosure still exists. Dr. Bliss, in his explorations 
in 1894-97, recovered the south portion of the wall to Siloam, while 
Sir C. Warren found the part of the wall, which, as Josephus ex
plained, joined the east cloister of the temple. The gate of the 
Essenes was probably on the site of the ancient gate discovered 
by Dr. Bliss in the south wall, near the south-west corner of 
Jerusalem. 

The third hill, mentioned by Josephus, was evidently the hill 
upon which the temple was built, otherwise the context would have 
no meaning; and, in the next chapter, in which he gives a descrip
tion of the temple, he remarks, "but the temple which, as I have 
already said, was built upon a strong hill." This disposes of the 
proposition made by Mr. James Fergusson that the temple was 
at the south-wot corner of the Haram enclosure, as, if it had been 
there, so far from being built on a strong hill, it would have stood 
over a deep valley, as is proved by Warren's explorations. 

There can be little doubt that the third hill, as described by 
Josephus, is that now occupied by the Dome of the Rock, and this 
would quite coincide with the account in Josephus, provided the 
Acra was at site No. 5 on the plan, thus confirming this position. 
It is easy to see how the Acra, before the hill was cut down, would 
have obscured the view of the temple from the lower city, and how 
the two became connected, after the removal of the Acra. This is 
shown still more clearly in the plan which accompanied my article 
in the Quarterly Statement for January, 1906. 

Having thus shown that the Acra, according to Josephus, was 
the highest point of the eastern hill, it follows that the city of 
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David was also on the eastern hill; as it is definitely stated in 
1 Maccabees i, 33, that the Acra of the Greeks was in the city 
of David, and this agrees with the description in Nehemiah, who 
locates the city of David and the sepulchres_ of David on the 
eastern hill. 

The relative positions of the Acra and the temple, as indicated 
above, are also confirmed by the description of Jerusalem by 
Aristeas, who is supposed to have visited the place in the reign 
of Ptolemy Philadelphus. A translation of his account is given 
in Vol. ;x:r of the Palestine Pilgrim Text Society's publications. 
Aristeas- says that the temple was built on the crest of the hill, and 
that from the citadel, which adjoined the temple, it was possible 
to see the whole of the city. Had the citadel been north of the 
temple, this would not have been possible, as the latter would have 
obscured the Yiew. 

I have indicated on the plan the approximate line of the second 
wall, according to Josephus. The exact line of this wall is not 
known, but a full account of the various theories regarding it is 
given in Sir Charles Wilson's work, Golgotha and the Holy Sepulchre, 
p. 127. The date of the erection of the second wall is obscure, and 
the first reference to it in Josephus is in Antiquities, Book XIV, 
eh. xiii, 4. I have been unable to find any passage to prove that 
the second wall existed in the times of the Maccabees, and, at that 
period, there does not seem to have been a line of defence in front 
of the northern branch of the first wall, as described by Josephus, 
that is to say, from the tower Hippicus to the west cloister of the 
temple. But there was a wall surrounding the temple hill on 
the west, north, and east sides which must have been constructed 
at an early period, possibly by Solomon when he built the temple, 
but certainly in the time of the kings. In this wall were the tower 
of Hananeel, mentioned by Jeremiah, Zechariah, and Nehemiah; 1 

the tower of Meah; 2 and the sheep gate, 3 where the repair of the 
walls by Nehemiah commenced. The exaet line of this wall of 
defence is difficult to trace, but the fact of its former existence is 
undoubted. I have not attempted to show this wall on the plan, 
as it would be confused with the wall of the Harar_n enclosure. In 
the time of the Maccabeans a wall was added on the south side 

1 Jeremiah uxi, 88; Zeohariah xiv, 10; Nehemiah iii, 6. 
2 Nehemiah iii, 1. 3 Ibid. 
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of the temple, between the latter and the Acra, so that the bill of 
the temple thus became a self-contained fortress. This was the 
fortress occupied by Simon Maccabeus, after be bad captured the 
Acra from the Greek garrison, and there can, I think, be no 
question but that this fortified bill upon which the temple stood, 
was, in the times of the Maccabees, called Zion. 

There has been much discussion as to the part of Jerusalem 
the name Zion was applied to. But it does not appear very difficult. 
In the times of the J ebusites, Zion was the eastern bill, and the 
fort on the highest point of this bill (Site No. 5 on the plan) was 
called the Castle of Zion, which was taken by David. After the 
temple was built on the hill adjacent to that on which the castle 
of Zion stood, the name Zion was more specially applied to the 
temple hill, and, when the latter hill became a fortress, it was called 
the fortress of Zion. The transfer of the name of Zion to the 
western bill does not appear to have taken place until after the 
destruction of the temple by Titus. 

The question of the cutting down of the bill of the Acra by 
the Asamoneans, as related by Josephus, is a very interesting one. 
I have already quoted his remarks on the subject in bis description 
of Jerusalem, and he also alludes to it in the Antiquities, Book XIII, 
6, 7, where he says, speaking of Simon Maccabeus: "and, having 
"captured the Acra in Jerusalem, he levelled it to the ground, so 
" that it might not be a place of refuge to their enemies, if they 
"took it, to do harm, as it had been until then. And having done 
" this, be thought that it would be best to cut down the bill, upon 
"which the Acra stood, so that the temple might be higher .... 
"And they all, lrbouring zealously, demolished the hill, and, ceasing 
"not from the work night and day for three whole years, brought 
"it to a level and even slope, so that the temple became the highest 
" of all, after the Acra, and the hill upon which it was built, had 
"been removed." 

A question naturally arises as to what became of the debris 
which was excavated from the bill of the Acra, and the answer 
seems to be given by the information obtained from Sir C. Warren's 
explorations. He sunk a number of shafts along the south wall 
of the Haram enclosure, and the details of his discoveries therein 
are to be found in the Jerusalem volume of the Memoirs, p. 169; 
in the plates that accompany the Memoirs; and in Warren's letters, 
especially N os. VIII and X, which are included in the Quarterly 
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Statement for 1869. The shafts are shown on Plate XXVIl of the 
Memoirs. 

In shaft C. 19, which was 90 feet east from the south-west 
angle, he succeeded in getting right down to the bed of the 
Tyropeon valley, 87 feet below the present ground surface, and 
found a water conduit at the bottom, which must have been built 
before the valley was filled up. Above this conduit was a depth 
of 50 feet of rubbish, which was apparently placed there before the 
great wall of the Haram enclosure was built, as the stones of the 
masonry below this level were rough faced, and Warren remarks : 
"the rough-faced stones are in an excellent state of preservation, 
"having never been exposed to the weather since the wall was built." 
It will be seen from Plate X that the width of the filling at this 
level, measured across the valley, was about 400 feet. This is 
a large quantity of filling, and one naturally asks where did it come 
from. 

Judging from Warren's investigation, the stages at this point 
appear to have been-

First. The Tyropeon valley was quite open. 
Second. The water conduit, running north and south, was 

constructed in the bed of the valley. This conduit was probably 
under a road or street coming from the north. 

Third. The valley was filled up to a depth of 50 feet over 
the conduit. 

Fourth. The south wall was built from east to west across the 
valley, and the masonry of the lower part was left rough where 
it went down through the filling. 

There are later stages of filling, but as these occurred after this 
wall was built, they need not be considered here. 

There can be little doubt that this part of the south wall was 
built by Herod, as described by Josephus in Wars, Book V, v, 1, 
where he alludes to the fact that the lower part of the wall was 
buried in the ground. 

It is difficult to see where the filling came from, unless it was 
derived from the cutting, down of the hill of the Acra; for this 
it is in the natural place, and a rough estimate of the probable 
relative amounts of cutting and filling shows that these would about 
balance. Warren's explorations would, therefore, seem to confirm 
the position (Site No. 5) which I have proposed for the Acra. 

Mr. Birch, I am aware, regards the account by Josephus of the 
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cutting down of the Acra as an idle tale, but the deseriptions of the 
matter in his writings are so clear and so consistent with facts 
that it is quite impossible to reject them, and it is difficult to see 
what object he could have had in inventing such a story. 

Having thus given reasons for considering that Site No. 5 was 
the most probable position for the Acra, I will briefly give some 
of the objections to the other sites proposed. 

First let us take Site No. 1. This site is on the sloping spur 
upon which the Church of the Holy Sepulchre stands, and is about 
1,000 feet from the temple, too far to have commanded it. It was 
outside the first wall, and worshippers going to the sanctuary from 
the city would not have been exposed to attack from the foreign 
garrison. The Acra was certainly in the city of David, and 
between this city and the temple, so that if the Acra was at this 
place, it would imply that the city of David was further to the 
north-west, and therefore about the same height as the upper city, 
which is not an admissible assumption. We have also the statement 
in Josephus, Wars, Book V, vi, 1: "But Simon held the upper 
"city and the great wall (i.e. the third wall) to the Kidron, and 
"that part of the old wall (i. e. the first wall) as turned from Siloam 
" to the east, going down to the palace of Monobazus, the king 
"of the Adiabeni, beyond Euphrates. And Simon held the fountain, 
"and the Acra, which is the lower city." This is entirely in accord 
with his other statements, which are consistent in placing the Acra 
on the eastern hill, south of the temple. To place the Acra at 
Site No. 1, west of the temple, appears therefore to be in contra
diction of what we learn from Josephus and the Books of the 
Maccabees. 

Site No. 2, which is that proposed by Mr. Birch, has the 
advantage over No. I that it is on the eastern hill, and is so far 
in accord with the historical descriptions. But it fails to answer 
to these in boi11g too far down the hill, as it is at the level 2,270, 
or about 170 feet below the top of the hill upon which the temple 
formerly stood, and is at a distance of 1,600 feet from the latter. 
How a fort in such a position could have commanded the temple 
I am quite unable to understand, as the distance is far too great, 
and the difftJrence in level is too considerable. To adopt this site 
for the Acra makes it not only necessary to reject many state• 
ments in Josephus, but also in the Maccabees. For example, in 
1 Maccabees vi, 18, we read: "About this time they that were 

p 
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"in the tower shut up the Israelites round about the sanctuary, and 
"sought always their hurt." But this they could not have done 
if the Acra was in the position proposed by Mr. Birch. Again, in 
1 Maccabees xiii, 22, after relating the manner in which the garrison 
of the Acra capitulated to Simon, and he had taken possession of 
this fortress, it is written: "Moreover, the hill of the temple that 
"was by the Acra he made stronger than it was, and there he dwelt 
"himself with his company." The phrase in the Septuagint version 
is ,rapd T~v JKpai', which certainly implies that the temple and the 
Acra were close to one another, and not separated by a distance 
of more than 500 yards. 

As regards the sites suggested by Mr. Nevin, he places the 
city of David at No. 4, which is close to the probable site on the 
eastern hill, but he locates the Acra of the Greeks at No. 3, which 
is difficult to understand. In the first place it is not, according to 
him, in the city of David, which the Acra undoubtedly was, and it 
is much too close to the temple. To meet this, Mr. Nevin places 
the temple further to the south-west, in the Tyropeon valley, a 
position that contradicts the statements of Josephus and Aris teas, 
who both say it was on the hill. 

Reviewing the whole matter, I can see no reason to alter my 
opinion that the only site for the Acra which is in accord with 
all the records in the Bible, Josephus, and the Maccabces, is .that 
shown at Site No. 5. The adoption of any other site involves the 
rejection or the explaining away of some of these records, and this 
I do not think we should be justified in doing. 

The question is one which it is difficult to understand from 
plans; I have therefore prepared a model of ancient Jerusalem, 
which makes the matter much clearer, and I have also made models, 
on a larger scale, to illustrate the ground in the vicinity of the 
Acra, before and after the hill was cut down by the Maccabees. 
It is not possible to circulate these models with the Quarterly 
Statement, but if any reader, who takes an interest in the question, 
cares to see them, I shall be pleased to show them to him at the 
Office of the Fund. 




